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Abstract
This thesis focuses on characterizing and controlling the translocation of single 48.5 kbp
,-DNA molecules through an artificial nanopore with the objective of enabling multiple
measurements on the same molecule. This approach may enable nanopore sensors with
enhanced size or charge resolution through statistical averaging over multiple detection
events. Nanopores with dimensions of 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 pm connected by
microfluidic channels were fabricated using soft lithography in polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS). The PDMS nanopore could successfully detect translocation events of single X-
DNA molecules. Factors such as applied voltage bias, DNA concentration, and
dimensions of the channel were found to affect the frequency of translocation events and
signal-to-noise ratio, which are critical factors for implementing multiple measurements
on the same molecule with feedback control. Noise contributions from each part of the
experimental apparatus and device were also characterized. Feedback control using
Labview was implemented to reverse the direction of applied voltage bias upon detection
of a translocation event. The direction of travel of single DNA molecules could be
successfully reversed and two measurements on the same molecule were realized. This
work lays the foundations for a nanofluidic device for enhanced measurement resolution
through statistical averaging over multiple measurements on the same molecule.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Rapid and sensitive analysis of biomolecules is central to several fields such as molecular
biology, medical diagnostics, and biotechnology. Detection and analysis techniques can
be broadly classified into techniques based on physical or biochemical characteristics of
the analyte, and techniques that use biological recognition and labeling with antibodies or
other molecules for analysis. Label-based techniques are typically very specific for the
detection of molecules, organelles, or cells in a high background of other materials and
are extremely useful research tools in conjunction with microscopy. However, they
typically require extensive processing steps and development of antibodies or other
recognition elements, and are usually not optimal for rapid and quantitative analysis of
biological macromolecules and particles when information about physicochemical
characteristics such as size or charge is required. Such applications include sizing of cell
suspensions, analysis of the lengths of products of polymerase chain reactions or
restriction digestion, or examining the morphology of cells.
While rapid analysis of cells is easily carried out using cytometers i and Coulter counters,
efforts have been directed towards miniaturization of these devices to the nanoscale.
With advances in micro and nanofabrication technology, miniaturization of Coulter
counters have successfully detected and sized viruses, nanoparticles, and protein
complexes 2 5. The ultimate limit of miniaturization of these sensors has resulted in
nanopores for rapid, label-free analysis of single biomolecules 2, 6-12. Nanopores rely on
resistive pulse sensing in which current through the a pore changes during translocation
(passage) of a molecule through the pore, very similar to the working principle of the
Coulter counter (Figure 1)".
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Figure 1 A nanopore detects a particle by change in current during translocation.
Most efforts to develop nanopore technology have been directed at DNA sequencing
using at-hemolysin nanopores or artificial nanopores with diameters in the 1-10 nm size
range6, 13-15, with some efforts directed at analysis of larger molecules, colloids, and
particles3, 4, 16. Nanopores for DNA sequencing research have very small size that
enables close molecular interactions between the DNA molecule and the nanopore, and
therefore can be used to extract molecular-level information about the analyte' 7 .
However, nanopores that are tailor-made for detection of DNA are typically not suitable
for detection of larger molecules of unknown or varying size, which requires larger pore
size and the ability to detect and analyze particles that may be considerably smaller than
the pore cross-section. Several biologically important analytes such as fragments of
genomic DNA, viruses, large proteins and protein complexes, and cell organelles lie in
this size range of 10-500 nm.
1.2 Nanopore Sensor Devices
1.2.1: Protein nanopores
The protein nanopore formed by a-haemolysin (aHL) from Staphylococcus aureus has
become a model system for prospective analytical applications because it can be tricked
into remaining fully open for a long period of time'". In 1996, Kasianowicz et al.6
demonstrated that the translocation of single DNA molecules through the naturally
occurring hemolysin pore could be detected by monitoring the ionic current through the
pore. These nanopores self-assemble from subunits into a lipid bilayer membrane. The
diameter of the larger opening of the resulting nanopore is 2.6 nm while that of the
smaller opening is about 1.5 nm. As the DNA molecule passes through the pore, it
sterically blocks the pore, resulting in a transient decrease in the ionic current through the
pore. The remarkable success of a-hemolysin may be attributed to its stability and a size
that is just larger than a single stranded DNA molecule, enabling close molecular
interactions between the DNA molecule and the nanopore during translocation. Howorka
and Bayley7 engineered this pore and attached a short DNA strand inside the pore. By
measuring the translocation time and current blockages of DNA strands of different
lengths with a sequence complementary to the covalently attached segment, they were
able to infer the electrical potential distribution along the length of the pore. Hemolysin
pores could discriminate between current blockages due to purine and pyrimidine
segments in a DNA molecule, showing promise for rapid DNA sequencingl . Meller et
al.' 3 demonstrated the potential of hemolysin pores to characterize molecules by
discriminating between polynucleotides with similar length and composition, but
differing only in sequence. Bates et al.20 studied DNA polymer biophysics by driving
DNA molecules into the hemolysin pore and switching off the driving voltage using
feedback control and subsequently looking at escape times of DNA molecules from an
entropically unfavorable configuration. Wang et al.21 further characterized DNA samples
and demonstrated that modifications such as phosphorylation result in different statistical
signatures of DNA molecules translocating through hemolysin pores (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Current change and translocation duration profiles can be used to distinguish
between a sample with 100-base DNA with only the base A (a) and a mixture of 100-base
DNA with only A and a minor component of 100-base DNA with only C (arrows).(b)
Reproduced from Wang et al.2 1
1.2.2 Solid-state nanopores
While protein channels offer a well-defined geometry and are amenable to bio-chemical
modification, it is difficult to change the pore size, and they are not amenable to
integration with upstream or downstream processing. These drawbacks resulted in the
search for methods to fabricate artificial nanopores that are more robust and give control
over nanopore geometry. Li et al.8 introduced the method of ion-beam sculpting, in
which a 1.8 nm diameter nanopore could be fashioned in a silicon nitride membrane
using the bombardment of argon ions to slowly close a larger pore by redistribution of
material around the pore. Storm et al. '0 demonstrated controlled size reduction of a pore
Ii l;i 1
in silicon dioxide using a high energy TEM to fluidize the glass and shrink it due to
surface tension. The TEM allowed monitoring of the process and the pore diameter could
be controlled down to one nanometer precision. Chang et al.14 fabricated a 50-60 nm
long, 4-5 nm diameter pore using e-beam and standard lithography techniques for DNA
sensing. Smeets et al.22 studied the dependence of current fluctuations on electrolyte
concentration during DNA translocation through solid state nanopores. Siwy et al.23
fabricated a conical nanopore using ion track etching technique. This pore also exhibited
a voltage-dependent switching characteristic, similar to biological voltage-gated
channels. These pores were also functionalized with molecular binding agents such as
biotin and antibodies and were shown to be capable of highly specific molecule
detection 24. Harrell et al. 25 deposited gold inside conical nanopores for functionalization
with thiolated DNA molecules. Due to their charge, DNA molecules responded to applied
electric potentials by changing their conformation, resulting in current rectification.
Nanopores designed for the sequencing of single DNA molecules need to have small
diameters (<10 nm) to ensure adequate signal. There is a trade-off in terms of dynamic
range, and it is difficult to analyze larger proteins, molecules, or particles of unknown or
varying sizes using nanopores tailor-made for analysis of oligonucleotides. A few
research groups have targeted analysis of particles and colloids in the submicron size
range in miniaturized Coulter counter type systems 2-5. In contrast to nanopores that are
sufficiently small to ensure molecular-level interactions that have the potential to yield
structural information about the molecule, larger pores are more suitable for determining
the physicochemical characteristics of molecules and particles such as size and charge26 .
It may be envisaged that nanopores with different surfaces such as hydrophilic,
hydrophobic, aromatic, or charged, may be used to gain additional information about the
molecule or particle of interest. Sizing of several viruses using a 400 nm pore was
accomplished as early as 1977 by DeBlois and Wesley27. Using monodisperse solutions
of viruses, they were able to characterize the size of each type of virus within a few
nanometers. Recently, Saleh and Sohn' 6 used rapid prototyping in PDMS and glass
etching to make 200-400 nm nanopores. They have demonstrated detection of X-DNA 6,
87 nm latex colloids4, and later used this system for detection of protein binding to
colloidal nanoparticles for binding assays3 . The nanopore was used for the detection of
human granulocyte colony stimulating factor and granulocyte and macrophage colony
stimulating factor28 . Sridhar et al. detected particles that have volume ratio to the sensing
channel as low as 0.006% by using a MOSFET-based Coulter counter29. Other
researchers have detected single DNA molecules and nanoparticles using nanopipettes5 .
Ito et al used a carbon nanotube pore to determine the size and surface charge of
nanoparticles in the 60 nm size range26. Uram et al used 500-600 nm diameter laser
machined pores for detection and sizing of virus particles and to determine the number of
antibodies bound to virus particles 30, and for detection of staphylococcal enterotoxin B by
sensing the translocations of immune complexes through the pore31
1.3 Mechanism of Current Change and Noise Characterization
1.3.1: Mechanism of current change
While current change in a typical Coulter counter results from blockage of the pore
leading to a decrease in current, charges on the analyte or on the surface play an
important role in nanofluidic transport32-34. Researchers have reported both current
decrease as well as current increase 14 during translocation of DNA through nanopores.
Fan et al. have demonstrated that at low ionic concentrations, the charge on the DNA
molecule can dominate ionic current through the nanopore by introducing mobile
counterions into the pore34. Karnik et al. have demonstrated that the same principle
applies in the case of protein binding inside nanochannels, leading to increase in current
at low ionic concentrations, and decrease in current due to blockage at high ionic
concentrations 33. Furthermore, the effect of charge on the biomolecule almost exactly
cancels the blockage effect due to its size at ionic concentrations equal to the charge to
volume ratio of the molecule33. Current decreases during translocation of DNA at
concentrations of approximately 0.5 M or higher, but increases at lower concentrations 34
By proper choice of the buffer ionic concentration, analytes can be sensed either via their
charge effect or via their size effect. This phenomenon has also been studied and
observed in 10 nm artificial nanopores22.
1.3.2 Noise in resistive-pulse sensing
As the size of the analyte is decreased, noise levels increase and discrimination between
particles or molecules with slight differences in size becomes more difficult. This
problem is well-known to researchers in the field of nanopore sensors, and several
approaches to improve signal have been proposed. These methods include use of
transverse or oscillating electric fields35, surface modification 36, and optical tweezers 37
Relatively few studies are directed at understanding the origins of noise in nanopores, and
the noise characteristics seem to originate due to different phenomena in different
systems. For example, noise in ion track-etched polymer membrane nanopores was
found to occur due to opening and closing of the membrane pore38, while that in solid-
state silica nanopores was found to occur due to nanobubbles3 9. Other researchers have
reported decrease in noise upon surface modification of the pore36. Noise in membrane
pores arising due to dielectric capacitance could be reduced by coating the membrane
with PDMS40 . Very recently, Smeets et al characterized the noise in artificial silicon
nitride and oxide nanopores and found two different regimes of noise"5: 1/f flicker noise
that depended on the number of charge carriers dominated at frequencies lower than 100
Hz, while Johnson noise due to dielectric capacitance of the membrane dominated at
frequencies above 1 kHz. However, the noise characteristics varied strongly between
different pores' 5. Recently, Uram et al discussed theoretically and experimentally how
the signal bandwidth and noise of current recordings from individual submicrometer
pores or nanopores can critically affect the sensitivity, accuracy, and information content
from resistive-pulse sensing experiments 41. A second source of uncertainty in
measurements arises from the different configurations or conformations of a particle or
molecule as it passes through the pore. For example, DNA molecules can fold during
translocation, and the current blockage duration due to translocating nanoparticles can be
affected by the radial position of the particle in the pore42. It is more difficult to control
this uncertainty, as it would require control over how the molecule or particle translocates
through the pore.
1.4. New Approach to Enhance Resolution of Nanopore Sensor
As the size of the analyte decreases below the micrometer length scale, measurement
noise increases, making it difficult to distinguish between translocation events of analytes
with only slight differences in size. This poor signal-to-noise ratio is widely recognized
as a problem that arises in part due to insufficient measurement time during
translocationl9, 37. In existing designs of nanopores and Coulter counters, the analyte
particle or molecule escapes into the solution after a single measurement, limiting the
time during which the particle is analyzed. However, if multiple (N) measurements were
possible on the same particle for the duration of translocation event and its magnitude of
current change, the signal-to-noise ratio may be expected to be dramatically enhanced
and the spread in the distributions would be decreased as No.5, permitting the use of such
nanopores as sensitive probes for label-free analysis of nanoscale particles and
molecules43 , 44 (Figure 3 and 4).
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Figure 3 Cartoon to illustrate the efficacy of multiple measurements. (a) Single
translocation event distributions for two different types of molecules (light and dark
lines) may exhibit significant overlap. Observation of a single event is insufficient to
distinguish between the two molecules. (b) Distributions of events consisting of multiple
translocations will be narrower. Since overlap of translocation event distributions for two
different types of molecules significantly decrease, observation of a single event
(consisting of multiple translocations of a single molecule) is now sufficient to
distinguish between the two molecules.
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Figure 4 Concept of a device in which multiple translocation events may be recorded for
each particle using a nanofluidic system with feedback control, greatly enhancing the
resolution of the measurement.
In this thesis, we envisioned a system in which the same molecule could be transported
through a nanopore multiple times by implementing feedback control. Specifically, we
envisioned a nanofluidic system consisting of a nanopore flanked by two nanofluidic
reservoirs that serve to trap analytes (Figure 4). Upon detection of a translocation signal,
the applied voltage bias may be reversed, forcing the particle or molecule back into the
nanopore. For proof of concept, 48.5 kbp k-DNA was used as analyte since it had been
detected in larger sized nanopores' 6. Soft-lithography was adopted because of its ease of
fabrication and capability to fabricate nanopore reservoirs. Moreover, since the success
of multiple measurements on the same molecule depends on factors such as translocation
rate, length of time interval between translocation events, and noise of the signals, we
characterized (a) how the magnitude of applied voltage, buffer solution concentration,
and analyte concentration affects the rate and inter-arrival time of the analyte passing
k
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through the nanopore., and (b) how factors such as electronic equipments, measurement
setup, magnitude of applied voltage and buffer solution concentration contribute to the
noise of the system.
1.5 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we focus on characterizing and controlling the translocation of single X-
DNA molecule through an artificial PDMS nanopore with the objective of enabling
multiple measurements on the same molecule. The rest of the thesis is organized as
follows. Chapter 2 describes the design and fabrication of the PDMS nanopore devices,
and the experimental setup for the measurement. Chapter 3 characterizes the current
signals of the DNA passage through the PDMS nanopore, and the corresponding theory
of these current pulses. We also characterize the noise of current signals in this PDMS
nanopore system. Chapter 4 describes the experimental setup and implementation of
feedback control that enables multiple measurements on the same molecule. In addition,
it describes the corresponding experimental data of two measurements on the same
molecule. The last chapter covers the ongoing work, and suggestions for future
directions and work to enhance the performance and capabilities of our nanopore-
nanofluidic system.
Chapter 2 Design and fabrication of nanopore sensor device
2.1 Introduction
There are mainly two types of nanopores, i.e., o-hemolysin nanopores and solid state
nanopores. As we have discussed earlier, solid state nanopores have advantages over a-
hemolysin nanopores in that it is easy to control pore size of the solid state nanopores.
Moreover, solid state nanopores are amenable to integration with upstream or
downstream processing, and are able to withstand a wide range of analyte solutions and
harsh chemical environments.
Below we will first describe the design considerations for both fabrication process as well
as the dimensions of our solid-state nanopore device. Afterwards, we will give an
overview of the designed fabrication process, the equipments used for fabrication, and
details of the fabrication. Last, we will discuss issues encountered during fabrication.
2.2 Fabrication of Nanopore Device
2.2.1 Design considerations for fabrication process
Below are design considerations of choosing fabrication process:
1. Ability to fabricate nanofluidic reservoirs on either side of nanopore.
2. Simplicity, reproducibility, and ease of manufacture.
3. Ability to chemically modify the surface.
4. Ability to accurately control ionic concentration without problems such as evaporation.
5. Length commensurate with diffusion timescales of chemical and biological species to
facilitate rinsing and reactions.
6. Ability to detect long X-DNA molecules.
There are several techniques for fabricating nanopores with diameters ranging from -0.25
nm to 10 nm. Such techniques include the use of atomic-layer-deposition 36drilling with
transmission-electron-microscope (TEM)10, 45-47 or focused-ion-beam8, 45, 48, 49, and ion-
tracks etching'11 50, 51. However, these methods result in a nanopore in a membrane, and
are not suitable for incorporation nanofluidic reservoirs for trapping analyte at either side
of the nanopore. Moreover, they are difficult to scale up, as they require fabrication of
one nanopore at a time.
Fabrication process of using (1) soft-lithography for PDMS nanopore, and (2) anodic
boding or sacrificial layer etching techniques for fabricating silica nanopore could both
incorporate nanofluidic reservoirs. Process of fabricating silica nanopore had been
considered. However, this technique is expensive, and fabrication process is more
complicated and time consuming than that using soft lithography. We therefore adopted
soft-lithography for fabricating nanopore devices. Soft lithography represents a non-
photolithographic strategy that provides a convenient, effective, and low-cost method for
manufacturing of micro- and nanostructures52. More importantly, soft-lithography
process is capable of fabricating nanofluid traps on either side of the nanopore. The
geometry of the nanofluidic trap could be designed such that it has significant electric
field around both ends of the nanopore, and therefore the rate of recapture would be
potentially higher then that without such traps. While fabrication of extremely small
nanopores may not be feasible with PDMS (poly-dimethysiloxane, Sylgard 184
elastomer, K.R. Anderson), it has been reported 16 that nanopores in the 150-300 nm range
are adequate for analyzing long 48.5 kbp -DNA, which is sufficient for proof-of-
concept.
2.2.2 Design considerations for nanopore device dimension
For the length of the nanopore, it is shown that shorter nanopore leads to larger electric
field at the entrance of the nanopore, and therefore the chances of DNA molecules
entering the nanopore would be higher 53 . Here we chose the length of the nanopore to be
5 gim because it is the maximum resolution a transparency mask can reach.
The width of the nanopore should be as small as possible since smaller nanopore leads to
less chances of having multiple DNA entering the nanopore at the same time. In
addition, DNA translocation signals are more detectable in a smaller nanopore. Here we
chose 200 nm for the width since so far it is the minimum width of the metal line we
could pattern.
The height of the nanopore should also be as small as possible for the same reason as that
for the width. It has been reported that a height of -78 nm has been achieved in PDMS
nanopore without collapse54. However, such height could be achieved with certain
special fabrication process, which we would not use in our work. We chose 200 nm for
the height in this thesis since it has been reported that for PDMS -150 nm is the
minimum achievable pore diameter of PDMS (Sylgard 184) with simple replica molding
technique of soft-lithography 6 .
For the dimension of the microchannel, we chose the width to be 1 mm and the height to
be 10 jim such that it would have significantly lower resistance than that passing of the
nanopore.
2.2.3 Overview of the fabrication process
We first fabricated the master mold defining the configuration of the nanopore device.
Subsequently we fabricated PDMS nanopore from the master mold, and bonded it to a
glass slide to yield nanopore devices. The master mold was fabricated on a silicon wafer
using e-beam lithography to pattern titanium (Ti) metal lines that defined the nanopore.
Ti lines were patterned using the lift-off technique with a thickness of 200 nm, widths
ranging from 200-500 nm, and lengths ranging from 5-8 gim. Subsequently, 10 gtm thick
SU-8 photoresist was patterned on the silicon wafer to define connecting microfluidic
channels. This two-step procedure resulted in a master mold with metal lines defining
nanochannels and SU-8 epoxy defining the microfluidic channels. To aid removal of
PDMS from the mold, the wafer was placed in a desiccator with a few drops of
tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl-l-trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies).
PDMS monomer and curing agent were mixed with usual 10:1 ratio and poured on the
mold. The device was cured for 2 days at 80 oC, removed from the mold, punched for
input/output ports, cleaned with ethanol and isopropanol (IPA), and bonded to a clean
glass slide using oxygen plasma to result in a nanopore device. Figure 5 shows a
schematic of the fabrication process of PDMS nanopore device used in the following
chapters.
a) Start with silicon wafer
b) Pattern 300 nm PMMA
c) Evaporate 200 nm Ti
f) Pour PDMS on the mold
g) Release and punch PDMS
d) Lift-off to have metal line h) Bond to a glass slide
Figure 5 Schematic fabrication process of PDMS nanopore device.
2.2.4 Equipment used in the fabrication process
The master mold was fabricated in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)'s
Microsystem Technology Laboratory (MTL) and the Scanning-Electron-Beam
Lithography (SEBL) at the Research Laboratory of Electronics (RLE). Soft-lithography
e) Pattern 10 gm of SU-8
1701
was done in our laboratory. Table 1 below lists various equipments used in the process,
with a "machine coral name" by which they are known in the MTL and RLE at MIT, and
a brief description.
Table 2.1 List of MTL and RLE's equipment used in the fabrication process for master
mold.
Machine name
Raith 150
Photo-wet
PMMA spinner
EbeamFP
EVI
SU8spinner
Asher
Description
Scanning electron beam lithography
Photo-wet station for develop, lift-off, and rinsing
process
Manual photoresist spinner specifically for PMMA
E-beam evaporator
4" and 6" UV lithography system
Manual photoresist spinner specifically for SU-8
Plasma system with Air, 02
2.2.5 Fabrication of the master mold
A 4" silicon wafer was used as substrate for the master. A positive photoresist PMMA
950 A4 (polymethyl methacrylate, Microchem corporation) with 4% solid content in
anisole was spun at 500 rpm for 5 s, and at 1500 rpm for 45 s to yield a film of 300 nm
thickness. Following this step, the wafer was softbaked at 180 oC for 8 min to harden the
photoresist. Following this step, PMMA was patterned using e-beam lithography to
define the configuration of the nanopore. Since the length of the nanopore is defined by
the spacing between the two SU-8 micro channels, the patterned length was chosen to be
100 p~m to ensure the connection between two SU-8 microchannels. The width of
nanopore was chosen to be 200 nm and 500 nm for the reasons stated in previous section.
The dose factor for e-beam lithography was 70 pA/cm2 to 90 pA/cm 2, and the electron-
beam energy was 10 keV. PMMA was developed in MIBK/IPA 1:2 ratio (volume) at 21
'C. Since the mixing between MIBK and IPA is an endothermic process, it took - 3
hours to develop the PMMA after MIBK and IPA were mixed. Subsequently, the wafer
was deposited with 200 nm of titanium (Ti) using e-beam evaporation. The thickness of
Ti defined the height of the PDMS nanopore. Ti was chosen for its good adhesion to the
silicon wafer. Subsequently, the wafer was submerged in acetone for 2.5 hours for lift-
off, followed by rinsing with IPA and drying by nitrogen. Following this step, the
substrate was cleaned with air plasma for 1 min, followed by 5 min of baking at 150 OC
for dehydration. Without these two steps, the SU-8 would peel off from the substrate
once developed. Negative photoresist SU-8 2007 was spun for 5 s at 500 rpm, and 1500
rpm for 40 s more to have a thickness of 10 prm. Following this step, the wafer was soft
baked at 65 0 C for 1 min and 95 o C for 3 more min. Gradual heating was necessary in
both soft bake and hard bake to prevent the SU-8 from peeling off the substrate.
Subsequently, the wafer was aligned and exposed with UV light at 10 mW/cm 2 for 13 s.
Following this step, the wafer was hard baked to 95 oC for 4 min, and cooled down to 45
oC. Following this step, the pattern was developed with ethyl lactate for 3 min, followed
by rinsing with IPA, and drying with nitrogen. Subsequently, the wafer was hard baked
to 150 'C gradually for 6 min to eliminate cracks in SU-8. Following this step, the master
was ready for soft-lithography.
2.2.6 Soft-lithography for the PDMS nanopore device
Nanopore devices were fabricated using soft lithography in poly(dimethysiloxane)
(PDMS) 55 in our laboratory. Soft lithography enables rapid fabrication of devices once a
master mold is fabricated. To aid removal of PDMS from the mold, the wafer was placed
in a dessiccator with a few drops of tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl-1-
trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies). PDMS monomer and curing agent were
mixed with the usual 10:1 ratio and poured on the mold. The curing time and
temperature are two critical factors that determine whether PDMS nanopore would
collapse. Here PDMS device was cured at 80 oC for 2 days and removed from the mold.
We punched two ports with 2 mm holes with micropunch (Ted Pella Inc.) for injecting
DNA, and two 0.5 mm ports for rinsing. To ensure the surface cleanness of PDMS
device, we cleaned with ethanol and IPA, and bonded to a clean glass slide using oxygen
plasma for 40 s at low power in 0.65 torr with 7.16 W to result in a nanopore device
(Figure 6). KCl and DNA solution was injected right after the treatment of oxygen
plasma bonding on the surface of nanopore PDMS devices. Once fabricated, the device
was robust, allowing hours of measurement.
Figure 6 (a) Overview of PDMS nanopore device. (b) Two microchannels connected by a
nanopore of 200 x 500 nm x 5 pm. (c) SEM image shows PDMS component before
bonding.
'''
2.3 Discussion
During fabrication process, we encountered several issues that initially prevented us from
having successful working nanopore sensor device. Below we list the issues by the order
of fabrication process.
(1) The cleanness of the silicon wafer is critical to the attachment of SU-8. After we
finished the lift-off process for patterning Ti lines on the wafer, it had to be cleaned using
air plasma in 7.16 W for at least 40 s. This step could eliminate any organic materials
sticking on the wafer in addition to dehydration of the surface. If the wafer was cleaned
with ethanol and IPA followed by dehydration, SU-8 would still peel off from the
substrate once developed.
(2) Gradually heating the SU-8 microchannel to desired baking temperature was also
essential to the attachment of SU-8 to silicon wafer. If the SU-8 was heated directly at
desired baking temperature, it would peel off from the substrate once developed.
(3) The curing time and temperature are two critical factors that determine whether
PDMS nanopore would collapse. We had previously baked PDMS with 65 oC for 2
hours, and the nanopore collapsed once bonded to the device. Collapse of the nanopore
was evident by the lack of scattered light from the collapsed nanopore, making it
invisible under the optical microscope (Figure 7).
(4) The cleanness of PDMS and glass surface is essential to ensure proper bonding
between PDMS nanopore and glass substrate. After cleaning the PDMS device with
ethanol and IPA, the bonding between the PDMS device and glass and also the stability
of current signals improved dramatically.
(5) The energy of plasma is also critical to the surface properties of PDMS. When we
increased the time of oxidizing from 40 s to 60 s with air plasma at 7.16 W, the surface of
PDMS nanopore device became too hard to be bonded to the glass substrate.
Figure 7 Collapsed v.s. non-collapsed nanopore. (a) Collapsed nanopore. When the
nanopore collapsed, the device looked like as if there was no nanopore connecting the
two microchannel reservoirs. (b) Non-collapsed nanopore. When the nanopore did not
collapse, the nanopore could be seen clearly under optical microscope.
2.4 Conclusion
Here we have successfully fabricated a PDMS nanopore sensor device of 200 x 500 nm
x 5 gim. The cleanness of the wafer, the temperature and length of time for baking
PDMS, the cleanness of the PDMS surface before bonding to glass slide, and the power
of plasma, are all important factors for having a successful nanopore device. In the next
chapters we will use these devices for measuring and characterizing the analyte (48.5 kbp
k-DNA) passing through the nanopore.
Chapter 3 Nanopore Device Characterization for Single
Molecule Detection
3.1 Introduction:
In the previous chapter, we described the fabrication of PDMS nanopore devices for
detecting single molecules of X-DNA. In this chapter we first discuss the theory of
current change when DNA passes through the nanopore. We then describe the electronic
setup used for detecting the translocation events. We discuss how various factors could
affect the translocation and detection signals of X-DNA through nanopore, and the
possible mechanism of DNA entering the nanopore. We also characterize factors that
contribute to the noise of the measurements of these electronic signals.
3.2 Experiment Setup
Here we applied a voltage bias across nanopore, and measured the corresponding ionic
current signal. The ionic current was measured using a patch-clamp amplifier (Axopatch
200B, Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). Electrical connections to the device were
made with Ag/AgCl electrodes (In Vivo Metric) and current measurements were taken
inside a Faraday cage to shield from any electromagnetic interference (Figure 8). The
current signal Ipore was transferred to the Axopatch amplifier, and filtered by embedded
lowpass Bessel filter (80 dB/decade) at 1 kHz cutoff frequency to have maximum signal-
to-noise ratio. Filtered current signal was first converted to voltage signal VI, and then
digitized at 20 kHz/16 bits using a Data Acquisition Card (DAQ) (National Instruments
PCI-6251M, Austin, TX) installed in a desktop computer. Digitized signal was then
acquired and recorded to computer interfaced with home-built National Instruments
LabVIEW program. Magnitude of voltage Vpore across nanopore was applied by
Axopatch current amplifier, which was controlled by LabVIEW program's output voltage
Vv.
PC interfaced with LabVIEW/
(a) V
SVpore
7pore
Patch-clamp current amplifier
Faraday cage
Headstage,
Nanopore
sensor device
+ ,
Figure 8 (a) A schematic diagram of the apparatus for measuring the DNA translocation
events through PDMS nanopore device. Measurement was done inside a Faraday cage
with patch-clamp current amplifier, which was interfaced with PC by LabVIEW
software. Current data were continuously saved to disk in the computer. (b) Voltage was
applied across nanopore using Ag/AgCl electrodes. D side represents the reservoir with
DNA, while K side represents reservoir with only KCl buffer solution. (c) Photograph of
actual experimental setup.
The relation of conversion between measured current value Ipore and converted voltage
signal VI was determined by Vi(mV)= cap Ipore (pA), where a is "scaled output
gain", and p is "configuration" in Axopatch settings. Higher ap gives higher voltage
value for a given current value, and therefore has higher resolution. However, the
maximum input voltage that can be measured with LabVIEW/DAQ was ± 10 V, which
gives an upper limit of output gain. Since the average current measured in the
experiment was hundreds of pA, we measured the ionic current in resistive feedback
mode so that configuration 3 was set to "whole cell" mode as recommended by the
manufacturer. Combined the limitations and considerations above, we found the
optimum value of combination to be ap = 1 (a = 1, 0 = 1 in whole cell
configuration). Since the limitation of input voltage for LabVIEW/DAQ is ± 10 V, the
maximum current that could be measured was 10 nA.
The ratio (Vpore/Vv) between output voltage from Axopatch current amplifier and output
voltage from LabVIEW/DAQ is either 100 mV/V or 20 mV/V. Since we desired
maximum range of output voltage from Axopatch current amplifier, we used 100 mV/V
as the conversion factor. Since the maximum output voltage from LabVIEW/DAQ was
± 10 V, the maximum voltage that could be applied by Axopatch current amplifier was
I V.
For the DAQ card, we chose PCI-6251M because of its high resolution (16 bit) and fast
read speed (1 MS/s). In addition, PCI-6251M supports analog output waveform
generation with an analog input trigger. Since our measured signals shared a common
ground with the DAQ device, the "differential" measurement mode was used for analog
input56 . The sampling frequency was set to be 20 kHz since it is enough to characterize
the translocation signals of DNA molecules. Since we manually controlled output
voltage value, the generation mode was "1 sample (on demand)". In addition, we used
real-time Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) to obtain the power spectrum of the measured
signal, thus having access to inspect the source of the noise in real time.
3.3 Theory for Current Change due to Translocation of X-DNA through
Nanopore
Here the calculation of current change is based on the molecules of 48.5 kbp h-DNA in
KCl buffer solution, and the size of the nanopore is 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 gm. The
transport of X-DNA can affect the current in two ways 14' 34: (i) change of ionic
concentration, and (ii) blockage of nanopore with )-DNA. While mechanism (i) tends to
dominate at low buffer concentration, mechanism (ii) tends to dominate at high buffer
concentration. The two competing effects cancel at a KCI concentration of -0.37 M22.
For mechanism (i) that dominates in low buffer concentration, the current increases due
to the negative charges on DNA molecules. The translocation of DNA will induce
additional counterions (K+ ions) to neutralize the net charges of DNA within the pore,
and therefore the ionic current will increase' 4' 33, 34. The expected current increase is
given by:
AI, = 1 bAne V (1)S= pore  .................................................................... ..............
pore
Where An is the number of charges introduced uniformly into a nanopore of length Lpore
with a voltage bias V applied across it, e is charge of an electron, p is ionic mobility, and
b is the fraction of mobile counterions 4 . With an ionic mobility of 7.9 x 10-8 m2Ns for
KCI, b = 0.5, An = 97004, Lp,,r = 5 tm, and V = 0.5 volt, we expected the magnitude of
current increase AI, 12 pA.
For mechanism (ii), bulk ionic current would decrease due to physical blockage by the
DNA molecules. For particles of diameter much smaller than that of the nanopore,
previous work on colloids4 has shown that the ratio of peak height AI, to open pore ionic
current I is approximately equal to the volume ratio of particle Vpar,,c, to pore Vpore
A _ Vra........................................................................................ (2)
I VVpore
Where the theoretical open nanopore ionic current I under voltage bias V is:
VaAI = ................................................................................. .................... ............. (3)
pore
The radius of DNA strand R = 1.1 nm and the corresponding DNA length LDNA = 48502
x'0.34 nm = 16.5 lm, the volume Vpar , ,i of X-DNA would be 7c x R 2 x LDNA = 62341.8
nm3 . As we have pointed out in section 3.2, the maximum ionic current that could be
measured in our system is ± 10 nA. Therefore, from equation (1) maximum current
change that can be measured due to blockage with single molecules of DNA in 200 nm x
500 nm x 5 tm nanopore is 10 nA x ( ) ; 1.2 pA, which is much smaller than the
Vpore
current change due to mechanism (i).
We therefore come to the conclusion that it is desirable in our system to use low buffer
concentration so that the mechanism of current change when ,-DNA passes through the
nanopore would be dominated by current increase.
Moreover, we now calculate the net current change Al = A - Al2 for DNA translocation
events in 10 mM KC1 solution. Here o = conductivity of 10 mM KCl = 0.1332 -1~ ml ,
A = cross section area of the nanopore = 200 nm x 500 nm, Lp,,re = 5 tm, and V = 0.5 V.
The theoretical open nanopore ionic current I is 1.33 nA. From equation (2), the
magnitude of current decrease due to mechanism (ii) is A 2 = I x (particle ) 0.13 pA.
pore
Since current increase A[, due to mechanism (i) was calculated to be about 12 pA, the
net current change is A = All - Al2 12 pA.
3.4 Detection of )-DNA
In section 3.3 we discussed why it is desirable to measure the translocation events of k-
DNA in low buffer concentration. We used 48.5 kbp long X-DNA since it could be
detected more easily than other shorter DNA strands with less negative charges. A
voltage bias of -0.5 V was applied across 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 [m nanopore with 10
jgg/mL h-DNA on only one side of the nanopore in 10 mM KCl buffer solution. The
baseline current was about 1.35 nA, and the peak height due to DNA translocation was
-14 pA with a duration of 50 ms (Figure 9 (a)), which was in the expected range based
on equations (1) to (3). A control experiment was done by reversing the bias polarity,
and no translocation signals were observed, thus confirming that these events were due to
translocation of X-DNA (Figure 9(b)).
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Figure 9 (a) Translocation signal obtained for a 10 glg/mL X-DNA sample with a voltage
bias of -0.5 V. Current increases by about 14 pA during the translocation due to charge
effect. (b) No translocation signals were observed when bias polarity was reversed.
Moreover, we observed that baseline current kept increasing during the measurement,
which suggested that DNA might get stuck inside the nanopore. One possible solution is
to coat the nanopore device with serum albumin (BSA) that could significant improve the
device's stability by preventing aggregation of DNA molecules in the nanopore. Figure
10 (a) shows that without coating PDMS nanopore with BSA, nanopore got stuck easily
compared to that coated with lmg/mL BSA in figure 10 (b). Moreover, the peak height
of DNA translocation signals did not change significantly, verifying that these events
were still due to translocation of DNA molecules. In addition, sticking problem also
occurred when using solution of 1 % solid content of 100 nm plain polystyrene
nanoparticles functionalized with carboxyl function groups (Phosphorex Inc., MA).
Figure 11 (a) and figure 11 (b) show the huge differences between each peak heights,
which could be multiple nanoparticles sticking into the nanopore, or the deformation of
the nanopore due to the translocation of particles.
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Figure 11 Translocation signals of 100 nm nanoparticles through PDMS nanopore
without BSA. (a) No sticking. Open nanopore current did not change (b) Sticking results
in unstable open nanopore current.
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3.5 Characterization of DNA Inter-translocation Time and Factors
Affecting DNA Translocation
The frequency of DNA translocation events and signal-to-noise ratio are critical factors
toward successful implementation of multiple measurements on the same molecule.
When the rate of translocations is high, it is more likely that the trapped molecule which
is supposed to be recaptured by the nanopore would be displaced by another molecule
Figure 1
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entering the pore. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio is essential to the successful
detection and following feedback control for multiple measurements. Intuitively, factors
such as magnitude of voltage applied across nanopore, analyte concentration, and
dimension of the nanopore would affect the rate of DNA translocation events and signal-
to-noise ratio. In 3.5.1 we characterize the relation between magnitude of voltage and
inter-translocation time, and in 3.5.2 we characterize factors that affect signal-to-noise
ratio and rate of DNA translocation events.
3.5.1 Characterization of DNA inter-translocation
Here inter-translocation time T is defined as the time interval between the starts of two
consecutive DNA translocation events. We characterize the translocation events by
inspecting the relation between DNA inter-translocation time T and applied voltage bias.
Translocation events took place when a voltage bias of 0.5 V or higher was applied
across 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 jtm nanopore with 5 [pg/mL X-DNA on only one side of the
nanopore in 10 mM KCl buffer solution. Figures 12 (a) to figure 12 (f) show histograms
of DNA inter-translocation time with 6 different magnitudes of applied voltage in a
period of 79 s of measurement. It is seen that overall the number of DNA translocation
events increased with magnitude of voltage. Also, larger voltage bias leads to higher
percentage of shorter inter-translocation time events.
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Figure 12 Histograms of DNA inter-translocation time T with different magnitudes of
voltage in 79 s of measurement. (a) 0.5 V (b) 0.6 V (c) 0.7 V (d) 0.8 V (e) 0.9 V (f) 1 V
Each column represents a time interval of 50 ms.
We tried to verify whether DNA translocation event through the nanopore after previous
DNA translocation has been completed is a Poisson process 43. Here the inter-arrival time
t is defined as time interval between the completion of last DNA translocation and the
start of subsequent DNA molecule translocation event through nanopore, and is t is
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assumed to be equal to the length of inter-translocation time T minus average DNA
translocation time to . In other words, we tried to verify whether the events distribution
graph of DNA inter-arrival time t would be the same as the inter-arrival time in a Poisson
process. The probability density function of inter-arrival time in the Poisson process
is f(t) = Ae- ', where A = average value of inter-arrival time. Since T = t + to, the
probability that inter-translocation time T ( T 2 to ) falls between to + tl and to + t2 is:
P(t+t o  T < t 2+ to ) = e ' I = ' - At  t=12 ............................. 
........ (4)
Moreover, since the average DNA translocation time to decreases with the increase of
voltage, the minimum inter-translocation time (Tmin = to) for which we extracted the
events increases with the decrease of voltage. We found that DNA average translocation
time to = 120 ms for 0.5 V, 110 ms for 0.6 V, 95 ms for 0.7 V, 85 ms for 0.8 V, 70 ms
for 0.9V, and 65 ms for 1 V. Figure 13 (a) to figure 13 (f) show the corresponding
histogram and the theoretical (red) curve of Poisson process calculated as above. Each
column represents a time interval of 50 ms. It is shown that the theoretical Poisson curve
is close to corresponding histogram, especially for intervals of higher inter-arrival time.
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Figure 13 Poisson approximation for histograms of DNA's inter-translocation time T that
is larger than DNA average translocation time to . Each graph represents events at
different magnitude of applied voltage. (a) 0.5 V (b) 0.6 V (c) 0.7 V (d) 0.8 V (e) 0.9 V
(f) 1 V. Each bar represents a time interval of 50 ms starting at t = to to t = to + 50 ms.
3.5.2 Factors affecting DNA translocation
For a polymer to be hydrodynamically driven into nanopore that is smaller than the radius
of gyration of the polymer, Daoudi et al. 53 showed that there is a critical polymer
concentration c*, the polymer overlap concentration, below which the critical
hydrodynamic flux is independent of the polymer concentration c, polymer size, and pore
sizes.
In Daoudi et al.'s paper, the hydrodynamic force is linearly proportional to the velocity of
the strand, and therefore linear with the relative local hydrodynamic velocity of the
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strands. In our system where DNA is driven by electric field, the electric force on our
DNA molecules is linearly proportional to the electric field on the molecule, and
therefore linear with the ionic current density around the entry of the nanopore. In
addition, the size of our PDMS nanopore (200 nmx 500 nm) is smaller than the radius of
gyration Rg of 48.5 kbp DNA (0.7 iPm) 57. We therefore expect that there will be a
similarity between hydrodynamically driven mechanism in Daoudi et al.'s paper and our
electrically driven system. Specifically, if DNA concentration in our system falls below
overlap concentration c*, the critical ionic current above which -DNA could be
electrically driven into the nanopore is independent of DNA concentration and nanopore
size.
Here we calculate the overlap concentration c* in our system by assuming the positions of
DNA molecules in KCl solution would be in simple cubic arrangement. The critical
number of DNA molecules that would start to overlap with each other in 1 mL solution is
1 mL . Since the molecular weight of 48.5 kbp dsDNA is 48500 x 660 g/mol, the
(2R,) 3
overlap concentration c* of DNA is 1mLX48500 660 = 19.5 tg/mL.
(2Rg) 3  6x 1023
Sohn et al.'6 detected DNA translocation signal in 200 nm x 200 nm x 3 gm PDMS
nanopore. However, they did not detect translocation signal when the height of the
nanopore was above 300 nm. Since the increase of the nanopore's height increases the
ionic current density for a given voltage, the translocation events should increase
according to theory of polymer translocation theory stated above. Therefore, it could be
suggested that the translocation signals are too small to be detected in their system.
Han et al. 57 showed that there are two major time scales, transport time and entrance time,
that determine the length of time it takes when driving DNA electrically from a large
microchannel into a 90 nm slit. Transport time is defined as the time it takes for DNA to
transport from microchannel to the entrance of the slit. Entrance time is defined as the
time it takes for DNA to enter the nanopore. When transport time dominates, the
frequency of translocation events depends on the concentration of DNA. When the
entrance time dominates, the frequency of translocation events is independent of the
concentration of DNA.
Here we tried to characterize factors that would affect signals of DNA translocation
events in our system. Figure 14 (a) and (b) showed when decreasing the magnitude of
voltage from -0.5 V to -0.4 V with the same DNA concentration (5 ptg/mL) in 200 nm x
500 nm x 5 tm nanopore, the number of DNA translocation events significantly
changed. This illustrates that the critical voltage required to drive DNA into the
nanopore is about 0.4 V, and the corresponding current is about -0.92 nA in 10 mM KC1.
Figure 15 (a) and (b) showed that increasing the nanopore length from 5 [tm to 8 pm with
the same voltage bias (-IV) and DNA concentration (5 pg/mL) yields poor signal-to-
noise ratios.
In addition, we compared DNA translocation rate with different DNA concentration at
different voltages in the same device. Here we measured the relation between DNA
translocation rate and voltage with concentration of 0.625 pg/mL, 1.25 pg/mL, and 7.5
jgg/mL in 200 nm x 500 nm x 8 gim nanopore device. The results in figures 16 (a) and
(b) showed that translocation rate increased with the increase of concentration and
voltage bias. As the concentration of DNA increased, the voltage at which we started to
have DNA translocation event decreases slightly. Since the DNA concentrations we used
were all well below overlap concentration c of 19.5 pg/mL calculated before, we
observed that critical ionic current and therefore the critical voltage at which
translocation events occurred did not change significantly with DNA concentration, and
time scale was dominated by transport time, which results in a linear relationship between
concentration and rate of translocation events.
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Figure 14 Comparison of number of translocation events at different voltage. (a) Voltage
bias of -0.5V in 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 tm nanopore. (b) Voltage bias of -0.4V in 200
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Figure 15 Comparison of signal to noise ratio with different lengths of nanopore. (a)
Voltage bias of -1 V in 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 plm nanopore. (b) Voltage bias of -1 V in
200 nm x 500 nm x 8 gim nanopore. Signal-to-noise ratio significantly decreases with
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Figure 16 (a) Frequency of DNA translocation events with different voltage bias and
DNA concentrations. Blue line represents DNA concentration of 7.5 gpg/mL, black line
represents DNA concentration of 1.25 tg/mL, and red line represents DNA concentration
of 0.625 gpg/mL. (b) Events frequency normalized with DNA concentration.
3.6 Characterization of Noise in the System
The main objective of this work is to enhance measurement capability of PDMS
nanopore. We therefore tried to characterize several factors that contribute to the noise of
the measurement. This characterization could be used a basis to determine optimal
operating conditions such as the length of the nanopore and buffer concentration.
Here we characterized how Axopatch patch-clamp current amplifier, concentration of
buffer solution, addition of BSA, and type of the device affect the magnitude and
spectrum of the noise. All the measurements were done without applying voltage bias for
period of 5 s with sampling rate of 20 kHz. The dimension of the nanopore used in this
experiment was 200 nm x 500 nm x 8 [m. Figures 17 (a) to (n) show measured current
signals with different conditions and corresponding noise power spectrum. To
summarize the effects of noise from each factor, we determined the noise's root-mean-
square (RMS) value for each experimental condition with three different time intervals of
windowing (Figure 18).
When measuring electronic signals with Axopatch current amplifier being turned off, the
RMS noise is about 0.71 pA, which is the noise contribution coming from
LabVIEW/DAQ connection board. When measuring across nanopore in 10 mM KCl
with BSA coated on the device, the RMS noise is about 0.28 pA larger than that without
BSA. This suggests that BSA contributed to the RMS noise for about 0.28 pA. When
measuring across nanopore in 100 mM KC1 , RMS noise is about 0.22 pA larger than that
in 10 mM KC1. When measuring across microchannel in 100 mM KCl with BSA coated
on the device, the RMS noise is about 4.15 pA larger than that in 10 mM KC1. This
suggested that the RMS noise increases more rapidly when the equivalent resistance
between the electrodes is lower. From the analysis of noise power spectrum, the increase
of the noise comes mainly from flicker (1/f) noise and white noise. Moreover, when
measuring across microchannel in 100 mM KCl with BSA, the RMS increased
dramatically with the increase of time interval windowing from 1 s to 3 s. This indicated
that the low frequency noise (< 1 Hz) dominated the noise power spectrum under this
experiment condition.
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Figure 17 Ionic current and corresponding Fast Fourier Transform with different factors.
Voltage bias is 0 V, and dimension of nanopore device is 200 x nm x 500 nm x 8 tm.
(a) and (b) Measurement without Axopatch patch-clamp current amplifier. (c) and (d)
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Figure 18 Root-mean-square (RMS) value of noise for each experiment condition.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we showed successful detection of X-DNA with our PDMS nanopore
devices. By inspecting DNA inter-arrival time, we showed that DNA translocation
events through the nanopore after previous DNA translocation has been completed are
similar to a Poisson process. Several factors such as the addition of BSA, length of
nanopore, magnitude of voltage, and DNA concentration affect number of DNA
translocation events and signal-to-noise ratio. We observed that a critical voltage was
required to drive DNA into the nanopore. In addition, the linearity of translocation rate
with DNA concentration indicated that the translocation rate was limited by transport of
DNA to the nanopore. Finally, we characterized the source of the noise under different
experiment conditions, and found out the major increase of the noise come from 1/f
flicker noise and white noise.
Chapter 4 Multiple Measurements on the Same Molecule with
Feedback Control
4.1 Introduction
In most of the existing designs of nanopores, the analyte molecule escapes into the
solution after a single measurement. Nanopore sensing techniques measuring only one
translocation of a given molecule may be insufficient to distinguish differences between
different molecules in a given sample. In this chapter we implemented multiple (two)
measurements on the same particle to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Upon detection
of a translocation event, the applied voltage was reversed, causing the same molecule to
traverse back-and-forth through the nanopore. Feedback control was used to reverse the
applied voltage bias and thus ensure multiple translocations of a molecule through the
nanopore. Signal-to-noise ratio would be expected to increase due to statistically
averaging over the measurement" .
Other approaches for implementing multiple measurements include use of optical
tweezers to control transport of DNA37 or biochemical supramolecular assembly to lock a
DNA molecule across a nanopore5 9. The approach used in the thesis is much simpler and
more widely applicable for sizing a variety of particles and molecules as it uses feedback
control to reverse the applied voltage and thereby reverse the direction of transport of
molecules through the nanopore. During the progress of this thesis, Golovchenko et al.
implemented feedback control with voltage reversal which enabled multiple
measurements on the same molecule of DNA as many as 22 times44 . However, the
recapture probability in their system is low (70%) due to the configuration that consists of
a nanopore in a membrane.
With the fabrication process of soft-lithography used in the thesis, it would be feasible to
implement a nanopore sensor device consisting of a nanopore and two nanochannel
reservoirs on either side. The nanofluidic reservoirs will function as a trap to localize the
molecule in the system after translocation through the nanopore, therefore significantly
increasing the recapture rate (Figure 19). In this chapter, we explain in detail the
implementation of the feedback for multiple measurements, the experiment results, and
future directions.
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Figure 19 Manipulation of DNA in a PDMS nanochannel-nanopore system for multiple
measurements on a single molecule. (a) DNA in the left reservoir, ionic current value
equals to open-channel value. (b) When DNA translocates through the pore, the ionic
current goes down. (c) DNA in right reservoir, ionic current goes back to open-channel
value (d) DNA is electrically driven from right reservoir, ionic current value equals to
open-channel value (e) When DNA traverses through the pore, the ionic current
decreases. (f) DNA in left reservoir, ionic current goes back to open-channel value.
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4.2 Experimental Setup
The electronic hardware setup is the same as that used in Chapter 3 for measuring the
single translocation events of X-DNA. LabVIEW software is also used here for
implementing feedback control.
The concept of the algorithm (Figure 20) is to (1) first detect the entry of a single DNA
molecule into the nanopore, which results in an increase in the ionic current. Then, (2)
detect the escape of this DNA molecule out of the nanopore, which subsequently
decreases the ionic current. (3) Upon detection of the escape of the molecule, reverse the
voltage bias to translocate this DNA molecule back into the nanopore for the next
measurement.
(1) Current value
larger than open
nanopore current?
Yes I No
Figure 20 Flow chart of feedback control for multiple (two) measurements.
Below we describe this algorithm in detail (Figure 21).
(A) We measured the ionic current value in real time to, and compared it with the open
nanopore current (ionic current value without DNA passing through the nanopore). Since
there is a continuous drift for open nanopore current, its value was obtained by averaging
ionic current from (to -12) ms to (to -9) ms (yellow arrow). We compared this current
value with real time ionic current value, which was obtained by averaging ionic current
from (to -3) ms to to ms (black arrow).
(B) When real time current is larger than the open nanopore current by a specified
amount (8 pA in this case), we start comparing the real-time ionic current with open
nanopore current obtained until the real-time ionic current returns to the value open
nanopore current in (A) step. As mentioned before, the increase of real-time ionic current
is due to the entry of DNA into the nanopore. Since the magnitude of peak of current
increase is about 13 pA, we set the criterion of 8 pA to ensure the entry of DNA event
could be detected.
(C) When the real time current value returns to the open nanopore current obtained in
(A), we count this event as one DNA translocation. The decrease of real-time current
indicates that DNA has tranlocated out of the nanopore.
(D) Upon detection of the escape of the molecule, voltage bias is reversed in order to
translocate this DNA molecule back into the nanopore for second measurement.
However, due to the processing speed of the computer and the LabVIEW code used at the
time, there was a time delay of -60 ms between the escape of molecule and the reversal
of voltage bias.
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Figure 21 Schematic illustration of feedback control. Orange arrow corresponds to open
pore nanopore current, black arrow represents real-time ionic current. (A) Compare real-
time ionic current value with open nanopore current to see whether it is larger than open
nanopore current. (B) Compare ionic real time current value with open nanopore current
to see whether it returns back to open nanopore current. (C) When the real time current
value returns to the open nanopore current obtained in (A), we count this event as one
DNA translocation. (D) A delay of -60 ms between the escape of molecule and the
reversal of voltage bias.
During the progress of this experiment, the current transient ("overshoot") behavior
(Figure 22 (a)) right after voltage reversal in low KCl concentration was the problem that
mistakenly triggers voltage reversal before DNA translocates back into the pore. We
therefore first implemented two measurements for a given DNA molecule translocation
event as proof-of-concept experiment. In addition, the transient effect is larger in 10 mM
KCl compared to 1 M KCl (Figure 22 (b)), suggesting that concentration polarization
may contribute to the current transients.
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Figure 22 (a) Current value with 10 mM KCl buffer solution immediately after voltage
reversal. Transient "overshoot" high current is observed due to concentration
polarization.
(b) Current value with 1 M KCl buffer solution immediately after voltage reversal.
4.3 Experiment Results
In the experiment, we applied a voltage bias of ± 1 V across 200 nm x 500 nm x 5 p~m
nanopore with 7.5 ptg/mL ,-DNA in 10 mM KCI on only one side of the nanopore. A
translocation signal was observed immediately upon voltage reversal, indicating that the
molecule reversed its direction and passed through the nanopore for the second time
(Figure 23 and figure 24). Control studies using only buffer or immediate voltage
reversal before any translocation was detected did no show any translocation signal, thus
confirming that these events were due to ,-DNA going back through nanopore (Figure
25).
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Figure 23 Multiple measurements with feedback control with a solution of 7.5 ptg/mL
DNA on the left side (10mM KC1, voltage bias + 1 V) in a nanopore of 200 nm x 500 nm
x 5 tm (a) DNA traverses from left microchannel reservoir through the nanopore,
triggering voltage reversal. Concentration polarization results in a transient current spike.
(b) DNA now in the right microchannel reservoir; ionic current equals open-channel
value. (c) The DNA molecule again traverses through the nanopore, and a translocation is
detected. (d) DNA now in the left reservoir; ionic current goes back to open-channel
value and no more translocation signals are detected.
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Figure 24 Other DNA translocation data showing the multiple events of successful
recapture of DNA after voltage reversal.
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Figure 25 (a) Current value with 10 mM KCI buffer solution immediately after voltage
reversal. Transient high current is observed due to concentration polarization. (b) Current
observed upon voltage reversal with 10 mM KCl and 7.5 ptg/mL k-DNA on left side
before any translocation signal was detected. Both experiments did not show DNA
translocation signals after voltage reversal.
4.4 Discussion
It is shown from experimental data of figure 4 and 5 that multiple (two) measurements on
the same molecule had been implemented in our system. However, several issues still
need to be resolved in order to (1) recapture every single DNA molecule that has been
translocated through the nanopore before being displaced by another DNA molecule, and
(2) extend the number of measurements from two to >10. Below we describe approaches
to address issues above.
(a) Decrease the concentration of analyte so that given the same magnitude of voltage
bias, DNA translocation rate could be lowered significantly, which results in lower
chances of having the trapped molecule that is supposed to be recaptured by the nanopore
getting displaced by another molecule entering the pore.
(b) The delay between the escape of the DNA molecule and voltage reversal could be
minimized by implementing the current measurement/comparison and data recording
separately 44. Specifically, we can implement the measurement and comparison algorithm
using LabVIEW software installed in computer, and record the current data to disk using
Digidata 1322A digitizer (Molecular Devices) and associated pClamp software
(Molecular Devices).
(c) The recapture rate in our system was about 20%. Besides eliminating the time delay
between the escape of molecule out of the nanopore and the voltage reversal, another
approach involves fabrication of nanofluidic reservoirs that have smaller cross sectional
area to ensure trapping of the analyte (Figure 19).
4.5 Conclusion
Here we have demonstrated a simple nanofluidic Coulter counter system with feedback
control that enables two measurements on the same molecule of X-DNA. The electronic
hardware setup is the same as that used in measuring the translocation events of X-DNA,
and the software code is written in LabVIEW. Control studies confirmed that these
events were due to X-DNA translocating back through nanopore. This device is the first
step towards nanoscale Coulter counter systems that can perform statistical averaging
over multiple translocation events of the same molecule to greatly enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio for sizing nanoscale analytes. Future work involves optimizing the
concentration of analyte and the magnitude of voltage, measuring/comparing and
recording current data separately, and fabrication of nanofluidic reservoirs on either side
of the nanopore to ensure every DNA molecule to be recaptured before being displaced
by another DNA molecule in order to extend the number of measurements from two to
>10. If successful, this approach may lead to nanopore systems that far exceed the
analytical capabilities of comparable systems with only one measurement per particle.
Chapter 5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis we focused on characterizing and controlling the translocation of single 48.5
kbp X-DNA molecule through an artificial PDMS nanopore with the objective of enabling
multiple measurements on the same molecule. 48.5 kbp k-DNA was chosen as analyte
since it can be detected in relatively large nanopores. Soft-lithography was adopted
because of its ease of fabrication and capability to fabricate nanofluidic reservoirs for
trapping analyte.
Issues such as cleanness of the wafer, temperature and length for baking PDMS,
cleanness of the PDMS device and glass slide were found to be critical factors for
successfully fabricating a PDMS nanopore sensor device.
We successfully detected 48.5 kbp ,-DNA single molecules with our PDMS nanopore.
Factors such as device stability, DNA translocation events and signal-to-noise ratio are
critical to successful implementation of multiple measurements with feedback control.
By coating the device with BSA, stability was greatly improved. Factors such as applied
voltage bias, concentration of analyte, and dimensions of the channel were found to affect
the frequency of translocation events and signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, we
characterized DNA translocation events, and found that DNA translocation events
through the nanopore after the completion of previous DNA translocation were similar to
the Poisson process. In addition, noise contributions from LabVIEW/Axopatch interface,
the addition of BSA, and increase of KCl concentration were characterized. This
characterization could help optimize further experiment to increase measurement
sensitivity of the system, and to successfully implement multiple measurements with
feedback control.
For the proof-of-concept toward multiple measurements on the same molecule, we have
implemented two measurements on the same molecule in our system.
For multiple measurements on the same molecule, we encountered issues such as
multiple molecules entering the nanopore at the same time, low recapture rate, and time
lag between escape of molecule and voltage reversal. These issues could be solved by
optimizing LabVIEW algorithm, optimizing the concentration of analyte and the
magnitude of voltage, measuring/comparing and recording current data separately, and
fabrication of nanofluidic reservoirs on either side of the nanopore to ensure every DNA
molecule to be recaptured before being displaced by another DNA molecule. This
approach could lead to the enhancement of measurement capability and signal-to-noise
ratio.
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